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LIFE SAVING
185 Candidates For SENIOR
TEST TO BE GIVEN
Degrees In June Tests in Senior Life-Saving will be
Ten Other States Are Represented in Graduating
Class ■
110 TO RECEIVE B.S.
DEGREE IN JUNE
Tentative figures obtained from the
registrar's office reveal a total of 185
students who are expected to graduate
in June. Of these, 110 will receive
the bachelor of science degree and 75
the normal professional certificate.
Further analysis of the figures show
156 of the total number to be Virginia girls. Holding the largest out of
state representation, New York expects to claim-9-of--*hese-graduates,
Maine 5, Maryland 4, West Virginia
3, Pennsylvania and the District of
Columbia 2, and Kentucky, Georgia,
New.Jersey, and North Carolina 1
each.
Of the 110 girls who are expected to
receive the bachelor of science degree,
3 6 have specialized in home economics,
56 in high school teaching and administration, and 18 in elementary
teaching and supervision.
An interesting distribution is found
when the candidates for degrees and
' diplomas are classified according to the
51 counties represented in the graduating classes. Rockingham County can
claim 26, Norfolk County 17, Shenandoah and Rockbridge counties 6
each, Augusta, Campbell, and Roanoke
counties 5 each, Princess Anne, Bed(Continued on Page Four)

MUSIC WEEK OBSERVED
IN VARIED PROGRAMS

held next week for those who have
been taking the two weeks course.
These tests will be conducted by the
examiners, Edith Todd, Julia Duke,
Mary Smith, Alice Kay, May Glaser
and Sarah Lemmon, who have been
teaching the classes.
The size of the classes has increased
during the past week and it is expected that a large number of girls
will take the tests.
Each girl must have ten hours of
instruction before she can take the
test. Those girls entering for their
emblems are: Janet Tapley, Mary
Tapley, Joyce Lea, Dot Mairs, Nell
Williams, Helen Elsea, Madaline Shaw,
Janet Baker, Helen Kumm, Pearl
Dosher, Mattie Ellyson, Mary Gilliam,
Margaret Hopkins, Eleanor Biggs,
Hazel Wood, Louise Moon, Elizabeth
Schumacher, Elizabeth Swartz, Myrtle
Johnson, Julia Courter and Bessie
Watts.

NEW PLAN ADVANCED
BY UNION COLLEGE
By

GEORGE

R.

CORY, JR.

Schenectady, N. Y.—(Special)—
Fitting the college to the student,
rather-than fitting the student to the
college is the main idea of the Union
College Plan for the Intellectual Advancement of Youth. It is surprising
that more has not been done in this
direction to date than has been the
case. While the Union Plan is not a
new one in every sense; it is beyond
doubt- a major educational change, and
there is no reason to believe that it
should not have* far reaching results
within the next few yean.
The plan is scheduled to go into
effect this coming September. It involves four or five important changes
which will make the undergraduate's
four year stay at Union more profitable.
In place of the many different departments of instruction, the college
has been divided up into four divisions:
Language and Literature, Social Science, Mathematics and Science, and
Engineering. Each division is headed
by a chairman. Each division is further divided up into "fields," which
also have their heads, but the policies
of these fields are determined by the
entire division.
The fields of the divisions are as follows: Language and Literature: English, French, German, Greek and Latin.
Social Science: Economics, History,
Political Science, Religion and Philos
'
ophy. Mathematics and Science: Bi
ology, Mathematics, Geology, Psychol
ogy, Chemistry and Physics. Engi
neering: Civil and Electrical Engi
neering

CALENDAR
May 18, 5:00 p. m.—Baptist Picnic,
Massanutten Springs.
May 19, 3:00 p. m.—Lee Literary
Society Picnic, Rawley Springs.
4:00 p. m.—Frances Sale Picnic,
Massanutten Springs.
May 23, 4:00 p. m.—A. A. U. W.
Tea, Mrs. Gifford.
6:0 0 p. m.—Birthday Dinner.
7:15 p. m.—Recial by Music Department.
May 24, 8:00 p. m.—Presentation
of Portrait of Mr. Keister by City
Council, Wilson Hall.

Glee Club Sings at
Rotary Convention
Program Sponsored By the
Local Rotary Chapter
Sponsored by the local Rotary Chapter, the Harrisonburg State Teachers
College Glee Club presented a diversified program at the luncheon of the
State Rotary Convention in Hotel Roanoke, Roanoke, Thursday, May 17.
Observing international relations, the
chief topic of discussion at the convention, the Glee Club, directed by
Miss Edna T. Shaeffer, sang a variety
of selections including songs from
many countries.
The program included: America,
Old Rotary, May Night (Brahms),
The Jassamine Flower—Chinese Folk
Songs, Castanents and Tambourine
(Lefehure),
Bendemeer's
Stream
(Moore), Marianina—Italian Folk
Song, sung by the Glee Club.
Soloists were Charleva Chrichton,
Evelyn Watkins, Lois Bishop and Dorothy Parker.
NEW

BOOKS

ADDED

INTER-CLASS
TENNIS
NUMBER 27

MRS. COOK SPEAKS
TO STUDENT BODY

Review Graphic
"Student government is not leaderResults^W.War
ship of a few, but the fellowship of
the group," said Mrs. A. B.c^ok.aeTn Gas Is the Most Deadly of
Modern Implements of
War

of women, speaking at the last student
body meeting of the year on Tuesday
evening. "Student government as the
gevornment of a few by itself is the
worst type we could have. We want,
rather, student government by the few
who can inspire and direct others toward higher citizenship; this will be
ideal."
"There are two types of leaders,"
she continued. "The first stands in
the background and directs and controls the group. This is leadership according to modern teachings. The
second type of leader is the one who
is a "driver"; he dominates the group.
We must choose between the one who
will remain in the background and allow students to develop initiative and
the one who chooses to dominate the
group."
"For each of you girls who is graduating I wish the best school and the
greatest demand the community can
make upon you. This will challenge
you to show the initiative and type of
citizenship you have developed."
"As the end of the term approaches,
we urge you to respect and conform
to the rules of the student government, and follow your leaders whom
you have selected. Remember that your
student government is you."
Henrietta Manson, president of the
student body, conducted the meeting.
She mentioned a few of the minor
problems of the campus and asked for
their elimination.

DEBATING CLUB
INITIATES THIRTEEN
Formal initiation of thirteen new
members of the debating club was held
Thursday night, May 17, at the regular meeting of the club. The new
members are: Anna Bailey, Luray;
Lucy Clarke, Culpeper; Ellen Eastham,
Harrisonburg; Alyce Geiger, Los
harrisonburg;
An les
8 > California; Mary Belle Higgins, Hopewell; Julia Kilgore, Coeburn;
A
Norfolk;
S"15 Martha
T™ Ann
™ Russell,
™'> Norfolk
ht
Norfolk
^ .¥'S '
; D°n>the
Nevils, Hopewell; Elizabeth Schumaker, Newport News, Audrey Slaughter,
Charleston, W. Va.; Lois Sloop Harrisonburg; and Martha Jane Snead, Etna

TOTAL COST OF WAP
'

335 BILLION DOLLARS
The World War as depicted by dramatization, short talks, and poems,
presented the medium by which faculty and students at the State Teachers
College could view favorably the results of progressive teaching at the regular assembly meeting in Wilson Hall
auditorium, Wednesday morning, April
16. The first year history classes of
the Harrisonburg High School which
took charge of the program was directed by Sarah Lemmon, Marietta,
Ga., and Nancy Byers, Harrisonburg,
as student teachers, with Miss Sallie
Blosser, as supervisor.
Careful and intensive research of
materials was evidenced by the short
talks concerning the Great War. Virginia Ann Switzer graphically cited the
cost of the war in money as $335,000,000,000 and the number of lives lost
by saying that if one Lusitania were
sunk each day for 70 years, the number of lives lost would correspond to
those lost in the war. Naming the
types of poison gases lin existence,
Marshall Duke ended his talk bv saying, "In 1914 there were 30 kinds of
poison gases, but now there are over
1,000." Billy Paxton discussed "New
War Inventions," while Irvin Lee summarized a magazine war article.
Maxine Shank and Mary Margaret
Friddle read two of Robert W. Service's poems, "Fleurette" and "On the
Wire."
The first part'of the program was
given over to dramatizations depicting
the arrival of news concerning World
War developments at a Serbian village
by messenger and the New York reception of the same news through
newspapers and the resultant excitment. Kingsley Moubray acted as
announcer.

LIBRARY COLLECTION
The observance of National Music
Week was begun by a short talk in
chapel last Monday, May 7, by Miss
Numerous books of fiction, biography, sociology and education, have
Shaeffer. She mentioped the fact that
been added to the library during April
the motto for the week was "Give,
and May. Among these books are:
more thought to music."
Modern Writers at Work-Pkrcy,
Jean Wine, of the Harrisonburg
*'
Josephine Ketcham.
High School, a pupil of Mrs. Vera
Melone Conrad, played "Fugue in B
Mr. Thompson in the Attic—Keown,
SUPT. KEISTER TO BE
Minor" by Bach. The selection was
Anna Gardon.
HONORED FOR SERVICE
one of those which he played at the
Woman in Soviet Russia—Halle, Frau
State Musical Convention in Marion
Fannina W.
Mills.
where he won first prize in the comWith the presentation of a portrait
Naked Heel—Speyer, Mrs. Leonora
After a short business meeting the
petition for his class.
of William H. Keister, to the city
(von Stosch).
club adjourned to the Y. W. social
chools, Harrisonburg citizens will honMiss Josephine Miller, Woodstock,
Catherine the Great—Anthony, Kath- room where light refreshments were or the veteran superintendent in the
rendered "Czardas" by Monti, a violin
served.
erine Susan.
Wilson Hall auditorium on Thursday
solo, in an excellent manner.
Social
Customs—Hill,
Mrs.
Florence
evening,
May 24.
Mary Bell Higgins, Hopewell; VirFIFTY
COMPETE
Marion
(Howe).
ginia Pollard, Scottsville; Julia KilMr. James O. Strickley, chairman
It's up to the Women—Roosevelt, Mrs.
ON TENNIS LADDER of the council finance committee, will
gore, Coeburn, and Frances Graybeal,
Eleanor (Roosevelt).
present the portrait of Mr. Keister,
Christiansburg, played the Overture to
Flush;
a Biography—Woolf, Virginia
Since warm weather has come much which is a gift of the city council,
lam pa by Herold, Friday, May 11, in
• (Stephen)..
interest in tennis has been manifested E. R. Lineweaver, chairman of the
chapel. The quartette deserves much
When a student enters Union Col- Culture in the South-Couch, William on campus. About fifty girls, who are school board will receive it..
credit for interpreting so well such a lege he is to be asked the following
Ierry.
listed on the tennis ladders, are com
Dr. J. C. Heatwole, secretary of die
difficult selection.
question: "What are you proficient Essays on Modern Novelists—Phelps,
peting for membership on class teams.... Virginia Education Association, will
in?" His answer will place him in
William Lyon.
The five leading players from each bring the greetings and congratulations
JUCF, IN WONDERLAND the division which offers the studies The Art of the Novel from 1700 to class will make up these teams, which of that group.
in which he is most interested. If,
the Present Time—Edgar, Pelham. will play in the inter-class tournament
Harris Hart, former state superinSHOWN IN WILSON HALL for example, die student indicates that Management
and Teaching Technique during the latter part of May. At tendent of public instruction, will
(Continued on Page Two)
in the FJementary School—Retain, present the ladders stand as follows: speak on Mr. Krister's contribution to
The film version of Lewis Carroll's
George Austin.
Seniors: D. Marr, H. Kumm, M Tap- public education in the state. Mr.
famous Alice in Wonderland. was MAIN STREET PUPILS
Mary of Scotland—Anderson, Max- ley, R. Rogers, A. Kay, M. Shankle, Keister has spent 40 years as head of
shown to an appreciative audience in
M. James, R. Hardy; Juniors: M. Buie, the local public schools and has instiGIVE MAY DAY PLAY well.
Wilson Hall Saturday evening, May
Poor Splendid Wings—Rosetti, Dante R. Bowman, L. Allred, E. Studebaker, gated and aided many advancements.
12. From the moment Alice dozed
Gabriel.
V. Barrow, E. Todd, M. Chapman;
Judge John Paul, a graduate of
in her chair and entered the lookingThe Main Street Training School The Mother—Buck, Pearl (Syden- Sophomores: L. Kucker, M. Holder,
1900, will express the apreciation of
glass world until she awakened with a presented an original May Day prostricker).
C. Cartee, E. Huffman, R. Wiley, M. the graduates and the town people
whirlwind of white knights and red gram today at 3:30 when a three-act
Unemployment Relief dmd Public Parker, L. Clarke, S. Kamsky, D. for Mr. Keister's contributions.
and white queens, her adventures were play was given which was written by
Works—Marshall, Leon Carroll.
Mairs; Freshmen: E. Austin, E.
Dr. Samuel P. Duke, president of
interestingly and vividlv portrayed. the pupils of the J-B grade, under the
Tennyson—Lyall, Sir Alfred Corny. Hughes, M. Fulton, M Craft, E. Fire- the college, will preside over the cereThe March Hare, the Cheshire Cat, the direction of Mrs. Fristoe. The main
Geoffrey Chaucer and the Develop- baugh, A. Marshall, E. Biggs, H. Mor- monies.
Walrus, the Carpenter, the Ovster, the characters in the play were chosen
ment of His Genius—Lowes, John gan, D. Gladwell, K. Liggett, M. S.
Every graduating class of HarrisonDormouse, the Mad Hatter. Humntv- from this grade.
Livingston.
Hull, M. Shank, A. Spitzer, R. Dug- burg High School is expected to be
dumpty, Twiddle-Dee and TwiddleThe plot was: A little girl begins to literature Old and New for Children gins, I. Hobbs, M. L. Warner, L.
represented at these exercises; 711
Dum, the Mock-Turtle and all the hunt berries but stops to play in a —Moore, Annie Egerton.
Borum,
H.
Detwiler,
A.
White,
M.
graduates
have been invited. The genother well-known characters of the tale garden. She falls asleep and --dreams
Ireland—Hinkson, Mrs. Katherine Fisher, A. Homan, A. Beckner.
eral
public
is also invited to attend
appear in lifelike actions.
that she is a queen. Various nations
(Tynan).
this
occasion
which will be of general
Charolttc Henry as Alice was ably come to beg her to be their queen and Germany—Platt, Agnes.
If people stop getting education interest.
snoported bv an unusual cast includ- in order to decide which country she Norway; and Denmark by M. Pearwhen they finish school or college, they
The committee in charge of the aring Richard Arlen, Gary Cooper, prefers she asks them to perform beson Thomson—Mockler-Ferryman, soon become uneducated. The only rangements are: Miss Ethel Spilman,
Ionise Fazenda, Polly Moran, Roscoe fore her. She awakens, startled, to
Augustus Ferryman.
Ates. Mav Robson, Charlie Ruggles hear her mother calling her and realizes James Joyce's Ullysses; a study—Gil- education that is of any value is up- president of the Harrisonburg Teachto-date education.
ers Association, R. C. Dingledine, E.
and Ned Sparks.
that it was all a dream.
bert, Stuart.
—NEWTON D. BAKER. A. Zigler, O. A. Masters, councilmen.
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In accordance with the keeping of
Member Virginia Intercollegiate Press
National
Music Week, a piano quartet,
As.ociation and Associated Collegiate
Overture
to Zampa, was given by
Press
Julia Kilgore, Marybell Higgins, FranPublished weekly by the student body ces Graybeal and Vergilia Pollard in
chapel on Friday, May 11.
of the State Teachers College,
Dr. Norman led the devotionals.
Harrisonburg, Virginia
The Reverend Mr. R. S. Taney, pasSubscription Price ■ ■ . $2.00 a Year tor of the Christ church of Harrisonburg, conducted the devotional exisoriatfd gotlefliafr ffirfgg ercises in chapel on Monday, May 14.
1933 (ujaau]
<S«W»1 1934
Using as his theme the- advise of
Solomon, "Fear God and keep His
Editor-in-Chief
commandments, for this is the whole
EUGENIA TRAINUM
duty of man," Reverend Mr. Taney
Business Manager
said that Solomon, given a promise of
DOROTHY LIPSCOMB
wisdom and long life by God, used
Assistant Editor
VIRGINIA COX these two attributes to find a philosof life that would help us to
Managing Editor
JOYCE RIELEY ophy
,
Campus Editor
ELSIE MALLORY fa,3r our burdens and face death calmly. After a long life of searching
EDITORIAL STAFF
and
studying, Solomon came to the
ALICE
MARSHALL
LOUISE BORUM
ELEANOR MCKNIGHT
FRANCES BURTON
conclusion that the only right course
ELIZABETH BYWATERS DOROTHY MAIRS
to take was to fear God and keep
MYRA PHIPPS
GOLDIE COHEN
his commandments.
AMELIA OSBOURNB
MARY GOODMAN
CLYDE SCHULER
o
GRACE HART

MAY

18, 1934

POETRY
LONGING
So little I want dear—only you—
Your step on the porch when the
day is through,
TOM SAYS
Don't give up hope, Student Your lips on mine as the door shuts
out
. '
Teachers, we have only'three weeks.
The
world
of
bustle,
and
worry,
and
Hotcha!
doubt,
Lou H.: "What's the difference Your eyes meeting mine o'er the table
small
between a cat and a comma?"
In
the oldest, sweetest language of
Margie B.: "A cat has its claws
all.
at the end of its paws, and a comma
has its pause at the end of its clause.'' So little it seems to ask, my dear,
Of the God who can answer every
prayer—
Even a tombstone will say good
So little of Him Who all else supthings about a fellow when he's down.
plied—
And yet so much to be denied!
A bachelor is just a fellow that has
—WINIFRED WARREN.
no children to speak of.

ANTHONY ADVERSE
By HERVEY ALLEN
A
Anthony Adverse might better be
called a trio of novels rather than a
single one. As one book appearing under one cover, it presents a rather formidable appearance. If supplemented
by footnotes, one might almost mistake
it for a history.
Notwithstanding the facts, Mr. Allen has achieved remarkable results.
He has taken a wealth of material and
made it into a living, coherent story.
Woven into the magic of his story he
has brought in many historical occurrences and personages. Although at
HUNGER
times the action is slow and the book
Kitty: "Say Dad, do you rememseems to be falling flat, the loose ends ber the story you told me about the
of the story are once more caught up time you were expelled from schooi?" My cupboard is bare.
Its shelves stretch clean and shining—
and a quick moving story is unfolded.
Dad: "Yes."
Empty.
It is a parable of modern man in search
LOIS SLOOP
Kitty: "Well, isn't it funnv how
MARGARET HOKINI
It has nothing—not even a crumb
MARY SPITZER
for God. Adventure is there—adven- history repeats itself?"
FRANCES, LA NEAVE
ELIZABETH THRASHER
To grace its boards.
LOUISE HOWERTON
ture of place and adventure of sea,
ELIZABETH SCHUMAKER
Yet on my window-sill bloom
ELISABETH MINER
wilderness, court, and village.
Pigg: "Have you ever heard the
New pots of hyacinths.
BOARD OF MANAGERS
An age that in a history book is only story about the nervous carpenter?"
LOIS MEEKS
JEAN LONG
—MARY GLOVER.
Catherine: "No."
HELEN MADJESKI
MAUDE POOR
'Courage" was the theme of the dull and dry becomes something vital
Pigg: "He bit his nails."
TYPISTS
Thursday evening service. Aylene and colorful as lived through Anathony
BROKEN FLIGHT
Joyce Lea, Janet Baker, Virginia Lea,
Graham led the devotionals. Eleanor Adverse. The story expands with
Elizabeth Miner, Irma Cannon.
Conway: "I'm just crazy when
Biggs gave a reading; Dorothy Parker every page until it is as large as life
In the full glory of its sun-bathed
itself.
Beginning
in
1775
in
French
I'm
away from you."
sang When You Come to the End of
flight
Mac: "Yeah, I know. Out of
a Perfect Day; and Ruth Behrens gave Auvergne, with the crack of a whip
Through the ether, fetterless and
and the rush of a coach—it ends thou- sight, out of mind."
talk.
free,
sands of miles away in the year 1825,
By you companioned, fearless of the
Two cadets at a dinner party. •
With commencement time drawing
Frances Whitman conducted the when a pioneer family from Missouri
night,
finds,
in
a
deserted
Mexican
village,
the
"Why in the world are you washSunday
service
which
was
dedicated
near, it is necessary that we begin to
There lay no shadow of this thing
ittle Madonna that had been in that ing your spoon in the finger bowl?"
think about new students for next to our mothers. Mrs. C. E. Nprmand
to be
coach
fifty years before,
"You don't think I want to get
talked briefly on Mrs. Franklin D.
year. Reports from the president's
Roosevelt as the modern mother in For these fifty years we follow the egg all over my pocket, do you?"
When my lost spirit, through a loveoffice show the outlook to be bright; comparison to the mother portrayed wandering Anthony. An orphan boy,
less land
many prospectives have written for in- in Proverbs. Mother Machree was he was left on Saint Anthony's Day
Fashion note: "There will be a
Wandering, vainly calls upon your
formation. Also the rooming registra- sung by Lois Bishop after which Dor- at the gate of the Convent of Jesus— slight change in infants wear from day
. v name,
tion by the old students for next year othy Williams read.a poem, "Mother." an unusual place for the rearing of a to day."
Trailing its pinions in the desert sand,
ittle boy. The convent walls were the
was unusually high.
b
Watching the dusk blot out the sunend of his universe until one day he
Then there was the Scotchman who
However, there are hundreds of capset flame.
NEW PLAN
climbed a tree and saw that beyond never gave a thought to anything.
able high school students graduating
—WINIFRED WARREN.
(Continued from Page One)
these walls were other worlds to conthis spring who are facing the problem of choosing a college to attend. he is interested in Modern Languages, quer. In that span of years, we find Little Jack Homer sat in the corner
MINSTREL
Each of these offers a chance for us to he is assigned to that division. This him apprenticed to a sea merchant, Eating his Christmas pie.
does
not
mean
that
he
must
take
all
seeing Napoleon conquer part of Italy, He put in his thumb
get a new student for H. T. C.
his courses in that division, but that in the West Indies on business for his And pulled out a plum
Although our college has taken rapid
That I may speak your grief for you
is where he will do most of his work.
strides of growth in the last few years Each student will have a faculty employer, John Bonnyfeather. From And said, "Heck, I wanted mince.
And help you rather bear
there he goes to the grain coast and
and offers nearly every advantage of
The
ills life then may bring to you,
advisor who is a member of the fac- tries his hand in the slave trade. He
THE MUSIC BOX
real college life, these facts are not as
By
giving voice to share,
ulty of his division. He will have this
well known to others as to us here. advisor for his four years in college. makes for himself an earthy paradise
in the Rio Pongo. Returning to
The Princeton Choral Union gave And words that you may say aloud
We should impress prospective students
Another important feature of the Europe he again sees Napoleon, this
one of its annual concerts recently
with the many benefits, educational
To ease your heart, when heard—
pjan is the change in admission re- time as first consul. He becomes a
under the direction of Dr. John Fin- Though for my own enanguished heart
and otherwise to be gained here.
quirements. From now on English participant in the great banking scheme
ley Williamson, president of the WestNo voice may come—or word.
will be the only subject required of of Europe which involves the Barminster Choir School. The Westmin—CLYDE HELLEN SCHULER.
every student entering Union. The rings of England, Ouvrand of France,
A TREATISE ON COLUMN
ster Orchestra, with David Hugh Jones
administration feels that every student and the Rothschilds of the continent.
WRITING
at the organ and Stephen^Morrisett at
DESOLATION
should have a thorough reading and He becomes the company's representathe piano, played the accompaniments.
writing knowledge of his own lan- tive in New Orleans. He sees that
The program was divided into five
How do you know that you can't guage. The Language and Literature
the house stood by
region under several flags in the course parts. The first group was composed For many years
write a column? Don't believe every- division will further require a foreign
the
hill,
of a few months time. On into New of Hear, My Prayer, O God, Surely
thing others say. Try it, and be con- language for admisison; and the Engidoorway wide; the narrow porch
Mexico he goes until his life finally He Hath Borne Our Griefs, and Send The
vinced.
to greet,
neering division naturally require ends.
Each friend or traveler, from the weary
Of course there are a few rules to mathematics. As was the case before In every place the action, the set- Forth Thy Spirit.
The second group was: A Song Unto
heat,
follow. By all means have it a humor the adoption of the plan, 15 units of ting, and the characters make a vivid
the
Lord,
O
Praise
the
Lord
of
Heaven,
Who
wandered down the path by the
column. Its easier to get jokes out high or preparatory school work are and unusual story that is woven around
and Praise1 to the Lord.
old mill.
of the Pathfinder when you want some required, but they do not have to ,be the life and figure of Anthony.
Miss Hilda Smith, violinist, gave two The gurgling stream which flowed
good orisp humor, than to spend all specific subjects.
"Hervey Allen has created an his- sections of the program.
down to the rise,
week looking for ideas on the campus.
A student can now pursue a topical torical novel that surpasses any ever
The other parts of the program in- Where violets bloomed beneath the
The best type of humor is gossip. The major rather than a subject major. For done by an American," says a promibusy feet
following is a typical example of some example in the Social Science division: nent reviewer. On each page he has set cluded folk songs and some of Stephen
And filled the air with all its fragside-splitting humor of the gossip type. instead of majoring in History, 'he himself into the story and has made C. Foster's songs.
Forty members of the Westminster
rance sweet,
"Z. D. is interested in H. F. But what majors in Social Sciences. He can take every word a part of the entire picchoir
will tour Europe this summer Was once a scene of- many a childwill H. S. say when he finds it out? more History than anything else if he ture. It took him four years to get
Who is I. Y's new boy-friend?" Now so desires, but he will also be able to his book into shape. Dealing with such and give about forty concerts.
hood thrill.
But now the house in silence long has
that the laughter has subsided, I will take Economics, Political Science, etc. a wealth of material as he had it was
Will the rat system at V. P. I. be
lain;
continue.
Should he care to devote his last two necessary for him to follow some plan abolished? The Monogram club supThe walls are crumpled by the wind
The best humor is written under vears almost entirely to one subject, very definitely. He divided his novel
ported this move and now three more
and sun,
severe stress of time. This is best he could do so.
into three books, each book having student groups denounce the practice
The
logs
are beaten, bleached, decayed,
found about five minutes before journ-^
The student body, on the whole, has three parts.
of all-powerful domination of "rats"
forlorn;
alism class on Tuesday. One should shown a great deal of interest in the As to the characters in this book, we
by upperclassmen. The old order is Each jonquil pushes through the earth
never think of what will go in before plan. The Concordiensis devoted much find many from all races and levels
indeed changing.—The Rotunda.
in vain
hand. To do so would spoil the effect space to it in an effort to place it be- of life. No painter could draw
The V. M. I. dance to be held in To warm the hearts of tiny lives beof spontaneity. Columns are the only fore the under-graduates. In a poll more accurate picture than the one
New York this summer will take place
gun;
legal way of telling someone what taken by The Concordiensis recently, we get—as we read of John Bonnyon the cool roof garden of the popular No more shall human hearts its walls
you think about them, and giving your only one senior felt that the plan feather, the grand old Scotchman, who
St. Regis' which is located at 5 5 th
adorn.
boy-friend a lot of publicity, without would not be a success, nine were not owned the tasa Bonnyfeather, and
Street and 5th Avenue.—The Cadet.
—EDNA -BROOKS.
getting socked for it.
sure and seventeen did not understand who kept many ships busy on the sea
———o
1
The women? Those, I think should
Exactly 200 words is the standard it fully.
plying his trade for him. Then there
Unemployment among college gradlength, and if you need filler, just
is Captain Elisha Jorham, the vener- be discovered by the reader. Florence,
o
mention that nothing has been hapTo finish every course offered at the able Yankee sea dog whose wife was Faith, DoTores, Angela, Cheeca, and uates in Japan is reported as very
pening as usual. That's always a re- University of Minnesota, working at "little off." As for Don Luis, the Neleta. all played a part in the life large. We understand they're thinking of putting them to work killing
freshing phrase. Some of the better the rate of 17 credits per quarter, the husband of Anthony's mother and the of ouf hero.
Hervey Allen should indeed be com- Chinamen.—Richmond Collegian.
columnists have the knack of making average man would spend 503 years. vrllian of the story, we do not get
two or three words in each sentence
—Aquin. such a strong impression of him. He mended on the organization of such a
In. Rolling College, Florida, classes
CAPITALS, so that it will SOUND
seems to be the weakest character in host of instances, such a variety of
like a guy with the HICCOUGHS
Virginia Dailey proved herself a the story. His villainous deeds do not characters, and so complex a plot, into are often held out of doors under
reading POETRY.
matchless speller in a final spelling seem to be so great. The only thing a novel that bids fair to be one of the trees. Incidentally, only two hours
Well, now to get my column out test, and will represent Maury in the one remembers of him is that he read the most widely read novels of its a day are spent in classes. What's the
catch?—Richmond Collegian.
time.
for more words.—Exponent.
annual spring contests.—Maury News. Rabelais after retiring at night.
T-.
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Ruth Horton and Florence Holland
L\VLV
motored to the home of Dorothy
Merryman, Rustburg, Sunday with
Mr. George Taliaferro.
*
*
*
The following girls spent Sunday at
their homes: Mildred Clements, Edna
Smith, Helen Sowell, Lurline Barksdale, and Ruth Early.
UTTUAMtRicA^ANlAHniCA
*
*
*
Annie Cox was the house guest of
Mrs. Cameron at her home in Millboro
On Wednesday, May 16, a tea was
The Lee Literary Society's annual last week-end.
sponsored in Alumna; Hall by the picnic will be held Saturday afternoon
Schoolma'a?n and BREEZE staffs. The at 3 o'clock at Rawley Springs. AfBillye Milnes, Helen Williams and
color scheme was carried out in the ter the picnic supper, games will be Mary McCoy Baker were Sunday guests
colors of spring flowers. Those insthe played.
#
of Mrs. S. C. Hopkins in McGaheysreceiving line were: Madeline NewCommittees are at work, planning to ville.
WHALES
from pointed nose to flipping tail. But
»
*
*
•
bill, editor-in-chief of the School- make this affair a big success. Janie
they are so ferocious that the big
ma'am; Eugenia Trainum, editor-in- Shacffer is chairman of the transporLouise Crowe was the house guest
Little
America,
Antarctica,
April
whales, on which they prey, haven't a
chief the BREEZE; Miss Elizabeth tation committee, while the foods com- of Mrs". S. H. Edwards at her home in
30—(via
Mackay
Radio).
Life
goes
chance. Their pet habit is to attack
Cleveland, Mr. and Mrs. C. T. Logan, mittee consists of Julia Courter, Mary Upperville.
along
with
us,
smoothly
but
busily.
the big blue whale, eat out his tongue
*
*
the" sponsors of the publications, and Blankenship, and Peggy Smith.
Outdoors
it
is
night-time
and
we
don't
and
set him adrift to die miserably.
Mrs. A. B. Cook and Mary Vernon
Dr. Weems, Mrs. Johnson and other
Myrtle Dodd spent last week-end
Montgomery.
faculty members will accompany the in the home of Mrs. L. M. Cunning- stray into it any more than we have Coming through the Ross Sea on the
to. I am beginning to get accustom- Jacob Ruppert, I saw an enormous
*
*
*
group.
ham, at Allen's Creek.
ed
to this night life—24 hours a day. blue whale jump clear out of the water
»
*
*
*
*
The Page Literary Society held its
Practically
all the men are keep- with three killer whale attached to
annual banquet in the Junior-Senior
Annde Cox, Frances Wells, Nell
Marietta Melson spent Sunday as ing diaries, some of which will later him.
Dining Hall, Wednesday evening Williams, Martha Young, Doris Bulel, the guest of Mr. Blair Burgess at his
be turned into books, I suppose. So
On the way down I had a long talk
Their
colors,
red
and
white, Neta Gravely, Audry Slaughter, and home in Luray.
far
there
has
been
very
little
literary
about
whale with Commander Gjertwere carried out in decorations. Nancy Turner went driving with their
*
effort.
We've
all
been
too
busy.
In
sen,
commodore
of the Expedition,
The following visitors and members Methodist Sunday School class group
Lena Early was the house guest of fact, we haven't had time to listen to
who has navigated these waters more
were at the banquet table: Dr. and Mrs. one day last week.
Mrs. M. W. Griffith last week-end in more than a few radio programs, most
*
*
*
than any man alive, having traversed
S. P. Duke, Mrs.' Annie B. Cook, Miss
Covington.
of which reach us by way of New the Antarctic ice-pack five times in
Margaret Hoffman, Miss Clara TurnFriends and relatives visited the folZealand or Australia. We are still dig- each direction since his first trip down
er, Katherine Harlin, Gene Averett, lowing girls last week: Katherine Beale,
Pauline Farrar, Sarah Richardson and ging tunnels. This is simple but back- here in 1911 with Amundsen, discovCharleva Crichton, Henrietta Manson, Margaret Belote, Ernestine Mears, Dor- Frances Sweeney spent last week-end
Mary Vernon Montgomery, Ruby Mc- othea Chenault, Annie Glenn Darden, in the home of Mrs. John Burner in breaking. We dig a trench seven feet erer of the South Paje. He told me
deep in the snow, line each side with about the enormous steel whaling ships,
Cloud, Courtney Dickinson, Ruth Frances Eason, Glendora Harshman, McGaheysville.
boxes of food or supplies and roof the mostly Norwegian, and called "WhalHardy, Mike Buie, Hilda Hisey, Ann Katherine Steele, Ruth Haley, Frances
whole thing over with big blocks of ing factories," which come to, and
Davies, and Virginia Ruby.
Harshman, Sue Jolly, Mary Knight,
Betty McCraw went to Charlottes- hard snow. In a few hours or days sometimes through, the Ross ice pack
The other Page members sat at Elizabeth Pulley, Florence Steinhardt,
ville last Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. the entire tunnel is covered many feet and-capture from 700 to 900 whales
smaller tables around the banquet Virginia Psaum, Frances Jolly, Edna
Frank Cauffman to visk in the home deep with snowdrift. This house of each in a single season. I thought this
table.
Brooks, Margaret Foy, Ethel Harper,
of Mrs. J.'H. Vermillion.
George Noville's where I live is now was a shame and told the Commander
*
*
*
Marian McKenzie, Frances Reynolds,
*
*
«
completely buried. This snow, espe- that the whales must soon be extermiMrs. Annie B. Cook and Miss Louise Virginia Turner, Frances Whitman,
cially on the surface, is so fine and nated at this rate.
Nina
Ferguson
spent
the
week-end
Boje entertained 'the out-going stu- Lillian Allen, Ayleen Graham, Virdry
that it can sneak through the
as
the
guest
of
Mrs.
R.
M.
Harris
at
"No," he said. "They will never
dent government officers at dinner at ginia Hedrick, Anna Armentrout,
tiniest
opening. If a hole two inches be exterminated. There are countless
her
home
in
Chatham.
the Stage Coach and a movie at the Frankie Clore, Mildred Cross, Mar*
*
in diameter is made in a tunnel, the thousands of them in the waters
Virginia Theater, last Friday. The guerite Holder, Marjory Fulton, Adeentire tunnel will be blocked up in around the Antarctic continent and
Dorothy
Helmintoller,
Evelyn
Land
following girls went: Hilda Hisey, laide White, Alice Tibbit, Doris Mil
the whaling ships cover only a tiny
Virginia Ruby, Eunice Meeks, and ler, Frances Kellum, Edith Jones, Mary and Grace Williams were week-end twelve hours.
We are all alone here On the ice. fraction of these waters.
Elizabeth Sugden.
Davidson Bourne, Emily Bratton, An- visitors in Fishersville at the home of
*
*
*
All the penguins, seals and gulls have
Mrs. H. T. McNeil.
nie Elizabeth Austin. ,
"It costs about $1,500,000 to out»
*
*
left us, for heaven only knows where. fit one of these expeditions and if the
*
*
Those seniors who are taking a minor in geography were entertained last
Janet Baker was the week-end guest
Margaret Hopkins spent last week- Even the whales have gone from the average catch goes down to around 400
Thursday at a buffet supper, by Mr. of Mrs. B. Miller at her home in Green end in the home of her grand-mother, Bay of Whales, where there were hun- whale the expeditions will lose money
and Mrs. Hanson. The girls were: Mount last week-end,
Mrs. E. B. Hopkins in McGaheys- dreds of them a month ago. George and will be abandoned. Expeditions
»
*
»
Norville swears he is going to catch with smaller ships can never make
Margaret Clark, Courtney Dickinson,
ville
one
next October and is laying deep serious inroads on the huge numben
Virginia Dorset, Anne Davies, Gladys
Mary Page Barnes spent last weekplans
for this personal conquest of of whales in this region."
Farrar, Helen Kumm, Elizabeth Mor- end in the home of Mrs. I. C. Young
Adelaide Howser and Sara Smith achis.
gan, Dorris Marr, Frances E. Pence, at University, Virginia.
companied Elizabeth Firebaugh to her
These whahng factories are tre*
*
*
They tell me whale meat is very fine mendous steel ships with great openMildred Simpson, Ella Mae Sutherland,
home in Fairfield last week-end.
*
*
*
eating, black but tender and amaz- ings in the bows through which the
Janet Tapley, Mary Tapley, Elizabeth
Alma Ruth Bcazley accompanied
Warren, Ailene Goalder, Margaret Mrs. Beery and Toddie Beery to StaunFlorence Steinheart and Wilma ingly nourishing. I'll probably know whales are hauled. They smell awMean, Vada Steele, Rhoda Wenger.
ton last Saturday.
Bailey accompanied Frances Eason and all about this when we capture a few ful. The actual whale killing is done
*
*
*
*
*
»
her parents to Endless Caverns Sun- next time the sun visits us. Unfor- with small, powerful fast motor boats,
tunately, however, the best whales to called "chasers," usually five to a facAlyce Geiger and Dorothy Beach day.
The Sophomore officers entertained
eat are the blue whales for which I tory. Every scrap of a whale is used.
the Senior officers Friday night at a motored to Washington, D. C. with
Virginia Lewis and Anne Moore were have a great feeling of sympathy on There is no waste whatever.
movie at the Virginia Theater, and at Miss Nellie Walker and spent last
the house guests of Mn. T. M. Harri- account of the meanness with which
Candyland. The seniors were: Rachel week-end.
And now the Boy Scouts are joinson this week-end at her home in Lacy thev are treated by the killer whales. ing our club. Swell! I wish every
Rogen, Dorothy Williams, Evelyn
Killer whales! There's a beastie for you! Scout in America would join because
Mary Frances Brown spent Sunday Springs.
Watkins, Ethel Harper, Elizabeth WarIn my opinion this is the crudest ani- I'm sure our activities will be of great
at
Mount
Crawford.
ren, and Marion McKenzie. The soph*
*
*
mal in the world. They are smaller interest to all of them. The latest
Sarah
Lemmon
visited
in
the
home
omores were: Elizabeth Thweatt, Franthan the other whales by many tons, troops to enroll in a body, I learn from
Alpine Beazley and Barbara Noel of Mrs. James Kay in Waynesboro.
ces * Wells, Nell Williams, Sylvia
»
*
*
running only up to around 40 feet the Club by radio, are those of the
Kamsky, Virginia Cox, and Mary Moody were the week-end guests of
Mrs. L. S. Haden at her home in
Lucille Meacham accompanied Sara
Ohio Soldiers' and Sailors' Orphans
Glover.
An unusually large number of girls Home at Xcnia, Ohio, and the troop
*
*
*
Palmyra.
Coleman to her home in Lexington
*
*
* •
were away for the week-end. Those at Rigby, Idaho, the latter with 105
last week-end.
The Y. W. C. A. sponsored a pro- /
that visited in their respective homes scouts. To date 156 school and col*
Rebecca Bennett and Catherine Matgram at the Bridgewater Y. M. C. A.
thews
spent
last
week-end
in
Staunton
Margaret Mears was the week-end were as follows: Marjorie Atkins, Ger- lege classes have enrolled and each
Tuesday night. Those going were:
as
visiton
of
Mn.
S.
E.
Matthews.
guest
of Mrs. L. L. Hockman, in Win- trude Ashenfelter, Frances Averett, member has received the blue memMary Page Barnes, Bobbie Cook, Eliza*
*
*
Gene Averett, Anna Bailey, Virginia bership card and the beautiful 20$ by
chester.
beth Thweatt, Frances Wells, Eleanor
*
*
*
Barrow, Catherine Bauserman, Noreen 27 inch working map of Anarctica all
Elizabeth
Carson
visited
in
the
home
Whitman, Helen Marston, Dot Main,
Beamer,
Ruth Bowman, Marie Boyer, without cost, and the teachers have
Josephine Miller visited with her
Eleanor Biggs, Audrey Slaughter, Mil- of Mr. Bill Harnsburger, Luray, last
Hazel
Bricker,
Margaret Buchanan, received a personal radio message from
mother, in the home of Mrs. F. W.
dred Cross, Lucy Warr.m Marston, Sunday.
»
*
*
Elizabeth
Burner,
Goldie Cohen, Sarah Admiral Byrd. Teachers and Scout
Chandler, Harrisonburg, last week-end.
Martha Ann Shefller, Frances Gray*
*
*
Coleman,
Cora
Lee
Cramer, Amy Cun- Masters should give home addresses of
Aubyn Chance and Ina Glick visited
beal, Charlena Crichton, Ayleen Graningham,
Mary
Moore
Davis, Louise pupils or troop members and enclose
Mary Morgan was the week-end
ham, Annie Cox, Evelyn Watkins, and in the home of Mrs. Glick, in BridgeDriscoli,
Edith
Dudley,
Jessie Dun- 3 c stamp for each. Others desiring
water, last week-end.
guest of Mn. N. G. Scott at her home
Alyce Gieger.
kum, Evelyn Eckhardt, Violet Ed- to join this fast growing national or*
*
*
in Franklin, West Virginia.
*
*
*
wards, Elizabeth* Firebaugh, Hazel ganization, without charge, should send
A surprise party was given Saturday
Betty Jacobs and Sylvia Herzog
Fitzwater,
Catherine Garber, Ina Glick, clearly self-addressed, stamped enLucille Rocke accompanied Opal
night in Johnston Hall for Ayleen spent Sunday in Staunton. They were
Virginia
Goode,
Martha Goodwin, velope to C. A. Abele, Jr., President,
Moody and the Moody family to LexGraham. The following girls were the guests of Mr. M.. Lovett.
Eleanor
Harrison,
Beatrice
Hart, Pau- Hotel Lexington, 48th Street and Lexington last Sunday afternoon.
*
»
*
there: Flo Holland, Dot Merryman,
»
»
*
line
Hawkins,
Edith
Hogan,
Eleanor ington Avenue, New York City.
Ruth Horton, Kay Carpenter, Mary'
Margaret Clark was the week-end
Holtzman,
Amarylas
Homan,
Lucy
Mary Pennington was the house
• Vernon Montgomery, Mike Buie, Louise euest of Mrs. C. F. Le Sueur, in Ore
BOBBBBBaBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBgi
guest"of
Mi'ssesMary
and
Lena
Corey,
Huffman,
Mollie
Sue
Hull,
Bertha
Rorum, Babe Simmerman, Julia and Bank.
"
'
i._l.: CJ:.L
T__«. Mary
\*._. Bradley
B_.Jln,.
Jenkins,
Edith
Jones,
Change the atmosphere of
in Arlington.
Hattie Courter, Frances Pigg, Ruby
*
*
*
Jones, Roberta Jones, Virginia Jones,
your room—Use flowers. See
McCloud, Virginia Bean, Doug McFrances Cottrell was the house guest
our new flower holden, ivy bowls
Myra Phipps spent last week-end as Velma Karnes, Alice Kay, Martha
Donald, and Edith Todd.
of
Mr.
George
Taylor
in
Waynesboro
Kent,
Elizabeth
Kincanon,
Hazel
and attractive specialties.
* '- • *
»
the guest of Mrs. L. H. Morgan, in
last week-end.
Koontz,
Frances
La
Neave,
Mary
K.
SPECIAL LOW INTRODUCTORY
Upperville.
The senior officers entertained their
»
*
»
•
*
*
*
Lasley, Joyce Lea, Virginia Lea, Helen
OFFER
sponsors at the Stage Coach and a
Le
Sueur,
Katherine
Liggett,
Jean
Erma
Cannon
visited
Doris
Dungan
Ruth
Shular
and
Reba
Stewart
were
movie at the Virginia Theater. Those
Have Something "Growing" on
going were: Dr. and Mra. Henrv Con- at her home in Clarendon last week- the week-end guests of Ruth Swartz Long, Elizabeth McLeod, Ruth McYour Desk
Neil,
Virginia
McNeil,
Elizabeth
Madat her home in Mount Jackson.
verse, Mr. and Mrs. Raus Hanson, end.
»
*
»
»
»
•
dox, Jennie Marino, Alice Marshall,
Mrs. Annie B. Cook, Rachel Rogers,
Mary
Martin, Helen Martz, Alma MilHelen Crowe spent the week-end as
Ella Mae Sutherland was the weekDorothy Williams, Elizabeth Warren,
14 Graham Street
Phone 47»
ler,
Genevieve
Miller, Catherine MinEvelyn Watkins, Ethel Harper, and the guest of Mrs. G. W. Miller in end guest of Miss Katheryn Keller
(Continued
on
Page
Four)
BagSBBBBBBBBBBBBSSBBSBBX
Bridgewater.
in
Strasburg.
Marion McKenzie.
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Higgs & Co., - Florists

THE

PAGE FOUR
(Continued from Page One)
ford, Warren, Henrico, Pittsylvania,
and Loudoun counties 4 each, Frederick, Brunswick, Northampton, and
Dinwiddie counties 3 each, Alleghany,
Halifax, Tazewell, Fauquier, Hanover,
Madison, Franklin, Lee, Nelson, Rappahannock, Mecklenburg, Elizabeth City,
Charlotte, Lancaster, Bath, and Arlington counties 2 each, and Southampton,
Middlesex, Henry, Page,%Mnce William, Wise, Clarke, Accomac, Amherst,
Isle of Wight, Lunenburg, Craig,
Prince George, Amelia, Patrick, Fluvanna, Orange, and Washington counties 1 each.

I RGIN iA
Matinee 20c—Evening 2ic
Monday and Tuesday
May 21-22
CLARK GABLE—TO. POWELL
and MYRNA LOY in

"MANHATTAN MELODRAMA" .
Wednesday and Thursday
May 23 and 24
The lit BUNKESS Love Story
"AS THE EARTH TURNS"
—with—
JEAN MUIR and DONALD WOOD

Friday, May 25 th
2 BIG FEATURES FOR PRICE
OF 1
Z A SU
FREDERIC
PITTS
* —in—
"Sing and
Like It."

IEV ELE RS

Expert Watch and Jewelry
Repairing

ntranaaflaaagapqggHgaatfa»g«g
The J. C. Deane Studio
Over MeCroy'i 5c 8t 10c Store

PORTRAITS OF ..... ..
'...-. DISTINCTION
KODAK FINISHING
Phone 278-J
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
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READY- TO-WEAR

SHOES

! Ml

HOSE
I

Always at Reasonable Prices

STRATFORD
The Stratford Dramatic Club held
its last meeting on Wednesday night,
May 9. Alyce Geiger spoke on "make
up"; the article was taken from a stage
magazine. Virginia Zehmer talked
on Characterization, after which a
short business meeting was held.

Harrisonburg, Va.
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
maBuuuuunnnnnnaonunnaa'aaa

THE PARISIAN
SUITS—MILLINERY
COATS, DRESSES, SWAGGER
56 So. Main Harrisonburg, Va.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
NOTICE TO THE COLLEGE g

AROUND TOWN
(Continued from Page Three)
nick, Elizabeth Morgan, Margaret Mosby, Dorchea Nevils, Dorothy Parker,
Frances E. Pence, Virginia Pollard,
Elizabeth Ramsey, Alice E. Rhodes,
Rachel Roller, Coleen Saville, Evelyn
Scott, Ruby Gail Scott, janie Seay,
Annabel Selden, Mary Shankle, Ruby
Shephard, Helen Shutters, Julie Sifford,
Nancy Smith, Louise Stickley, Eleanor
Studebaker, Mary Frances Taylor,
Eugenia Trainum, Ruby Tyree, Bessie
Watts, Frances Wilkins, Mildred Williamson, Jane Withrow, Elizabeth
Younger, Masil Falls, Doris Dungan,
Dorothy Mairs, Geraldine Potts, Pauline Slaughter and Caroline Scholler.
*
*
*

AUGUSTAS JULIAS, Owner
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX!

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

PAGE
With Catherine Cornell as the main
theme of the program, Page met Friday
night, May 11, in the Y. W. room.
Virginia Hisey and Ruby McCloud
discussed the actress and her works.
Following a business meeting the club
was adjourned with the singing of the
Page song.

Marjorie Thompson was the weekend guest of Genevieve Miller at her
home in Broadway.
*

+

*

Ruby Tyree spent last week-end
with Amarylas Homan in her home at
Broadway.
Evelyn Watkins was the house guest
of Miss Margaret Lackey, in Lexington
last week-end.
*
*
*

Augusta Bishop and Henrietta Manson were the. week end guest of Mrs. S.
H. Falls in Buena Vista.
*
*
*
.Sadie Williams spent last week-end
in the home of Hazel Bricker in Shenandoah.
*
»
» Ouida Ayres was the guest of her
sister, Mrs. R. W. Garner, in Herndon,
the past week-end.
»
»
»

When Better Eats Are Sold
Mick-or-Mack Will Sell them

The following girls went to. the College Camp last week-end: Eleanor
Biggs, Anne Davies, Courtney Dickinson, Gladys Farrar, Margaret Ann Fisher, Helen Marston, Lucy Marston,
Eunice Meeks, Lois Meeks, Martha Ann
Eleanor Davidson and Martha Sheffler, Mildred Simpson, Audrey
Young were the house guests of Mary Slaughter, Marion Sullivan, Nancy
Lasley at her home in Staunton, over Turner, Elizabeth Warren, Eleanor
Whitman.
the week-end.

8
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It Is A Pleasure For. You To Shop At
"THE BETTER STORE"
Where Courtesy, Service, as Well as the Newest Styles for the
"College Girl" Prevail
The Store With the School Spirit

"Burrrr! Who in the d—well, anyway, who's makin' the racket? Oh,
it's you, Brother Ben? Well, what
possessed you to go off at the unearthly
hour of four-thirty,? Oh, we-U, I
guess I did set you myself, but what
did I want to get up now for?"
When consciousness returns, the fair
heroine dresses silently and (as the
murder books say, or is it the dime
novels, or both?) steals silently on
soundless feet from the dormitory.
How quiet everything is. Wonder
what would happen if someone yelled
right loudly. It's a terribly long way
to Mrs. Cook's office when you're going all alone at four-thirty a. m. Well,
anyway, here it is. Wonde.r if the
door is open. No. And that means sit
on the steps. Well, what to do? Nice
weather we're havin'—Yes. I believe
it is. What say?—one can't talk
indefinitely to one's self—so what?
Five-fifteen. Ho-hum! Should have
waited till six at the earliest. Who
is that coming from Ashby? Looks
like "Mac " There's quite' a crowd
on the way from Jackson—what these
Freshmen won't do to get a room signed up! (Remember, that no freshman
got up at four-thirty.) Just didn't
have the energy.
Freshmen are a little grasping—
maybe it would be better to get a
little closer to the door. 'Cause when
it does open, there'll be a grand rush
Six fifteen—seven-fifteen—if these
freshmen would be still for ten minutes, that fair visitor, Sleep, might
walk in. This chair is comfortable.
Is the office,finally open? Yes, please,

Williamson Drug Co.

The Theatre Which Brought
Popular Prices to Harrisonburg

gjTR
AN -"-'
D
*-*
THEATRE

Mat. l:45-3:J0v
Night 7:11-9 p. m

10c and 20c
10c and 2Jc

4—BIG DAYS
♦
Mon. Tues., Wed. and Thurs.
May 21, 22, 23 and 24th

WILL

ROGERS

ZASU PITTS

"MR.

SK1TCH"

ROCHELLE HUDSON
FLORENCE DESMOND
HARRY GREEN
,EUGENE PALLETTE

COMING

SOON!

LILIAN HARVEY, GENE RAYMOND

"7 AM SUZANNE"

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
Rtpair Service While You Wail

LOKER'S
Formerly Champion Shoe Rtpair Shop. t "

We Deliver to You Free

'8

tion of special committees.

FRENCH CLUB

WORLD NEWS
PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT, in a
message to Congress on Tuesday, asked for a new appropriation for relief
work. He estimates that $1,322,000,000 will keep within the $3,166,00,000 budget which he estimated in his
message to Congress on January 3 as
necessary for relief measures,. He
stressed that, though some of the departments had not required all the
money he had estimated would be
necessary, some of them had far exceeded the amount designated. He
also warned Congress that a larger
appropriation would mean greatly increased taxation.
President Rooseveft -asked to be
granted large powcrs-tn the administration of these funds,' since, he said, no
definite amount could be designated for
any one department, and any surplus
in one branch could be used to advantage in emergency relief measures.
MANDATORY BUYING OF SILVER will be installed as a national
policy till the metal constitutes 25%
of the metalic monetary basis, according to a report made after a conference with President Roosevelt by the
senate silver bloc. Silver consitutes
about 12% of the reserve in the treasury at present. The silver group in
Congress is jubilant, since the silver
per cent will be again raised to the
level of that of Cleveland's and Theodore Roosevelt's administrations.
Senator Carter Glass, of Virginia,
left the committee in anger last Tuesday because, he said, he had received an

THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES almost unanimously voted to
pass the Vinson bill last Tuesday,
which will authorize commisisons for
all future graduates of the Naval
Academy. It will also revise the existing promotion regulations, wiping
out the "over-age and stale" officers
who entered the navy and marine corps
during the World War, and who are
now blocking the promotion of younger and more efficient officers. It is expected that these measures will greatly improve the moral and efficiency of
the navy and marine corps.
KIDNAPPING is being given much
advertising in daily journals throughout the United States. It has become
a national menace, and the police of
the nation are spending much of their
time and energies in an attempt to
stamp it out. Since the Lindbergh
kidnapping, kidnappings have increased
tremendously. It is believed that the
bootleggers of Prohibition, loosing their
occupation, have turned to it as a
means of livelihood.

QUALITY -|- SERVICE
IS OUR MOTTO
y

When you have us print your
School Annual, Catalog, Magazine, Newspaper, or Printing of
•any Kind—Your work looks
NEW, MODERN, and
DIFFERENT

The
\ Beverley Press, Inc. ]
205 West Beverley Street
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA

THIS IS STRAWBERRY
WEEK
Strawberry Delite
10c
Strawberry Sundae
Uc
Strawberry Milk Shake
10c
Strawberry Shortcake
15c
Strawberry Soda
10c
FRIDDLES

RESTAURANT
AND

SODA SANDWICH SHOPPE

Latest Records
"In the Center of Everything"

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
The Largest Plant In The

2

Shenandoah Valley

S.BLATT
i
8
t

\

DRY CLEANING AND
DYEING
47 East Market Street

¥
J

HARRISONBURG, VA.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

VALLEY GIFT AND
BOOK SHOP
Phone 285

120 S. Main St.

HARRISONBUXG, VIRGINIA

HOSTETTERS CUT
RATE STORE
BUY ONE GLEBEAS
ALL PURPOSE CREAM
For
98c
Receive Glebeas Face Powder
1

FREE
This SALE only

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Announcing Reduction in Prices for Cleaning

'Suits Cleaned and Pressed
7 Jc
Plain Dresses Cleaned and Pressed
• 75c
Called for and Delivered

g«mgBOTgXMaggaggaHBBH«BggBBBBgggHg«ragggBgBBBiaBBBH«0*

THE CONCENTRATED
BEAUTY TREATMENT
Helena Rubinstein's
First Steps to Beauty
Pasteurized Face Cream and the
Unique Beauty Grains. (Oily or
Dry Skin)
Both for $1.00 in Special Sizes

ART CLUB
J. T. LOKER, Prop.
On Monday night, May 7, the Art Room 13.
Phone* 8<-R 4J E. Market St. !
club held a short business meeting. "affront" by being overlooked in selecXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Frances Burton reviewed the life of
Joan of Arc at the meeting of the
French Circle, Monday evening. Adelaide Howser read a poem dedicated
Margaret Porter was the house guest to the French heroine.
of Mrs. Garber in Staunton, last weekThe club decided to have a picnic for
end.
its annual social feature.
*
»
»

Sue Wampler spent last week-end in
I the home of Mrs. J. L. Armentrout in
Elkton.
*
*
*

CANDYLAND

LEE
Formal initiation of the new member, Lois Sloop, Harirsonburg, took
place at the regular Lee meeting, Fri-.
day night, May 11. A short business
meeting was held after the initiation.

LANIER
The Lanier Literary Society met
Bernice Smith, undergraduate of '33, Friday night, May 11. Douglas Mcbecame the bride of Jay Craig of Donald read a poem by Sidney Lanier.
Staunton, on May 12, 1934.
A short business meeting was held.

Virginia Rosenbaum visited in the
home of Mrs. F. F. Schaller, in Washington, D. C.
*
»
*

J.C. Penney Co.

S
TRY OUR SPECIALS
2 All fruit Sundaes with whipped
cream
10c
Try Our Toasted Sandwiches
Small Hot Dogs with Chile J c
Large Hot Dogs with Chile ...10c
Cold Pork Sandwiches
10c
Try the best Soft Drinks in town
Double cones of cream
5c

Margaret Moore, a graduate of '32,
is to be the photographer of Cottey
College in Missouri. She will also
teach commercial work there. Che
president of Cottey College is our
former dean of women, Dr. Florence
Boehmer.
*
*
*

18, 1934

AN EARLY RISER

ALUMNAE NEWS
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JOHN W. TALIAFERRO
AND SONS

li

MAY

185 CANDIDATES

"PICK O' THE PICTURES"
Wirau Bros.
A

MARCH in
"Death Takes
Holiday"

BREEZE

Same Quality and Service

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx;
'Travel by GREYHOUND BUS'
Ask for Charter or Round Trip
Rates
*

GREYHOUND BUS
DEPOT
(Central Drug Co.)
PHONE
323

ft

Hayden's Dry Cleaning Works

exxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Phone 274

Lucille Smiley visited Mrs. John
McFadden in Fairneld last week-end.

